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We have for review Infinity Insurance Co. v. Berges, 806 So. 2d 504 (Fla.
2d DCA 2001), which expressly and directly conflicts with Government
Employees Insurance Co. v. Grounds, 311 So. 2d 164 (Fla. 1st DCA 1975). We
have jurisdiction. See art. V, § 3(b)(3), Fla. Const.
This case concerns an insurer's fiduciary obligation to protect its insured
from a judgment exceeding the limits of the insurance policy. An insurer's duty
toward its insured was best summarized by this Court in 1980 in Boston Old
Colony Insurance Co. v. Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d 783 (Fla. 1980):

An insurer, in handling the defense of claims against its insured, has a
duty to use the same degree of care and diligence as a person of
ordinary care and prudence should exercise in the management of his
own business. For when the insured has surrendered to the insurer all
control over the handling of the claim, including all decisions with
regard to litigation and settlement, then the insurer must assume a
duty to exercise such control and make such decisions in good faith
and with due regard for the interests of the insured. . . . The insurer
must investigate the facts, give fair consideration to a settlement offer
that is not unreasonable under the facts, and settle, if possible, where a
reasonably prudent person, faced with the prospect of paying the total
recovery, would do so. Because the duty of good faith involves
diligence and care in the investigation and evaluation of the claim
against the insured, negligence is relevant to the question of good
faith.
Id. at 785 (citations omitted).
The jury in this case found that the insurer, Infinity Insurance Company,
acted in bad faith toward its insured, Barry Berges. The conflict issue presented is
whether an offer to settle a claim on behalf of a minor prior to court approval is
invalid as a matter of law. We conclude that court approval is not a prerequisite to
a valid settlement offer for a minor.
We also conclude that the jury's finding of bad faith was supported by
competent, substantial evidence. In reaching this conclusion, we apply wellestablished and long-standing jurisprudence in this State, and focus on the insurer's
fiduciary obligation to its insured. Accordingly, we quash the Second District
Court of Appeal's decision in Berges and remand for reinstatement of the final
judgment.
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I. FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
In Berges, the Second District summarized the facts as follows:
On March 29, 1990, a vehicle driven by Marion Taylor collided
with a vehicle owned by Berges but driven by a friend. The collision
killed Marion Taylor and seriously injured her minor daughter, who
was a passenger in the car. Berges was covered by an Infinity
automobile insurance policy that had bodily injury limits of $10,000
per person and $20,000 per accident.
806 So. 2d at 506. By April 30, 1990, Infinity had conducted an independent
investigation of the accident. The investigator concluded that the driver of Berges'
car had been intoxicated when crossing the center line and was "100%" at fault.
The investigator also confirmed that Mrs. Taylor died as a result of the accident
and her minor daughter sustained severe injuries generating more than $30,000 in
medical bills.
[O]n May 2, 1990 . . . . [Mr.] Taylor personally delivered to Infinity a
hand-written letter offering to settle his wife's estate's death claim for
the $10,000 policy limits and his daughter's personal injury claim for
the $10,000 policy limits. He advised that his attorney had filed a
petition seeking Taylor's appointment as personal representative of his
wife's estate. However, he conditioned the settlement offer on the
requirement that Infinity pay the estate's settlement amount within
twenty-five days (by May 27, 1990), and the minor's claim by June 1,
1990. He agreed that the estate's funds could be paid to him
personally or as personal representative. As an alternative, Taylor
suggested that Infinity place the settlement funds in separate interest
bearing accounts. Finally, he acknowledged that while it may take
"special papers to be filed in court" to settle the minor's claim, he
promised to work with the insurance company's lawyers to
accomplish this.
Id.
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Taylor advised Infinity that he needed the money paid on the claims within
the time frames because he had missed a great deal of work due to the accident and
was "getting doctor bills almost every day" for the injuries to his daughter, who
was "hurt very bad" in the accident. Taylor stapled some of the medical bills to the
letter and told Infinity that he anticipated many more, especially because his
daughter had scarring from the surgery and the accident. Infinity did not send
Berges a copy of Taylor's written offer to settle or otherwise inform Berges that a
settlement offer had been submitted.
After obtaining authority from his supervisor, Infinity's claims adjuster,
Robert Fryer, telephoned Taylor on May 11, 1990. Although the exact details of
the telephone conversation were a source of conflict at trial, it is undisputed that at
some point Fryer informed Taylor that Infinity was willing to pay the policy limits
to settle the wrongful death and bodily injury claims. Fryer's handwritten notes of
the conversation reflect that he informed Taylor that court approval would be
necessary, that Infinity would pay and arrange for the paperwork and the court
approval, and that Fryer would meet with Infinity's attorney on May 14, 1990, to
discuss the details of the settlement.
What was disputed at trial is whether Taylor agreed to an extension of the
time limits for the payment of the money as set forth in his May 2 demand letter.
Infinity took the position at trial that the agreement reached during the May 11
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conversation did not include paying the policy limits within Taylor's time
deadlines. However, in contrast to Infinity's position, Taylor testified that Fryer
had not requested that the deadline be extended or suspended and that he, Taylor,
had not agreed to a change in the time limits.
The May 11 telephone conversation was the only contact between Taylor
and Infinity subsequent to Taylor's May 2 delivery of his written offer to settle.
The scheduled May 14 meeting between Fryer and Infinity's attorney regarding the
details of the settlement never took place. Fryer did not inform Taylor that the
meeting had not occurred.
On May 16, 1990, Infinity retained the services of an attorney, Kevin Korth,
to seek the court's approval of the settlement claims involving Taylor's minor
daughter. Contrary to Infinity's position at trial that the payment deadlines
imposed by Taylor had been suspended after the May 11 conversation, Fryer told
Korth in the May 16 retainer letter that Infinity was operating under a "time
demand" as outlined by Taylor's May 2 letter, which Fryer enclosed for Korth's
review. In fact, consistent with the understanding that Infinity was operating under
a "time demand," Korth phoned Fryer on May 23 and informed him that there was
a problem with obtaining the necessary court approvals and completing the
settlement within the time period. An interoffice memorandum dated May 23,
1990, from Korth to his legal assistant also confirms that Korth was operating
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under the belief that the settlement should be completed "fairly quickly [because
Taylor] lost his wife and his daughter was hurt very seriously and they are very
intent on getting their money as quickly as possible."
Korth finally wrote to Taylor on May 24, 1990, thirteen days after the May
11 telephone conversation with Infinity, and only three days before the time limit
to pay the wrongful death claim expired and seven days before the time limit to
pay the minor's claim expired. In this letter, Korth advised Taylor only that
Infinity was agreeing to pay the policy limits and that Korth was preparing the
guardianship papers. Due to an incorrect zip code, the letter did not reach Taylor
until June 20, 1990, after the settlement deadlines had expired. Thus, despite
Fryer's assurances to Taylor on May 11, 1990, that Infinity would be in contact,
Taylor did not hear from Infinity again until after the deadlines for settlement,
when the letter was finally received.
On June 11, 1990, Taylor's attorney, Dale Swope, wrote to Infinity to advise
Infinity that Taylor's May 2 written offer to settle was revoked due to Infinity's
failure to pay the claims within the time prescribed in the letter. Swope then filed a
wrongful death action against Berges on behalf of the estate as well as a personal
injury claim on behalf of the minor.
Almost one month after the settlement deadlines expired, Infinity advised its
insured, Berges, for the first time about the possibility of an excess judgment and
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his right to retain independent counsel. In a postscript, Infinity told Berges "that
we have offered to pay your policy limits of $20,000 for the above claim, but Mr.
Taylor refused to settle for that amount." The postscript did not mention the
settlement deadlines and other terms of Taylor's May 2 written offer.
The case proceeded to trial on the wrongful death claim and the personal
injury claim involving Taylor's minor daughter. The jury returned a $911,400
verdict in favor of the estate on the wrongful death claim and a $500,000 verdict
on the personal injury claim involving the minor. As a result of these combined
verdicts that far exceeded his policy limits, Berges filed a bad faith complaint
against Infinity. The trial court denied in part Infinity's motions for summary
judgment. 1 At trial, the jury was instructed on Berges' claims of bad faith for
failing to settle and for failing to advise the insured of the settlement offer. The
trial court gave the jury the standard bad faith jury instruction, which provided:
The issue for your determination is whether Infinity Insurance
Company acted in bad faith in failing to settle the claims of the Estate
of Marion Viola Taylor and Christine Michelle Taylor against Barry
L. Berges. An insurance company acts in bad faith in failing to settle a
claim against its insured within its policy limits when, under all of the
circumstances, it could and should have done so, had it acted fairly
1. In one claim, Berges asserted that Infinity acted in bad faith in failing to
accept Taylor's "Cunningham" proposal that the parties try the bad faith case
before litigating the underlying tort claim. See Cunningham v. Standard Guar. Ins.
Co., 630 So. 2d 179 (Fla. 1994). The trial court granted summary judgment in
favor of Infinity on this claim. Although Berges claims that the trial court erred in
granting summary judgment on this claim, we reject this issue as being without
merit.
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and honestly towards its insured and with due regard for his interests.
Fla. Std. Jury Instr. (Civ.) MI 3.1. The jury was separately instructed on the
insurer's duty to advise its insured:
The duty of good faith obligates an insurer to advise the insured
of settlement opportunities, to advise as to the probable outcome of
the litigation, to warn of the possibility of an excess judgment, and to
advise the insured of any steps he might take to avoid the same.
The jury returned a verdict finding that Infinity acted in bad faith with
respect to Taylor's claims against Berges. Based on that verdict, the trial court
entered a $1,893,066.41 amended final judgment in favor of Berges.2
Infinity appealed the trial court's judgment and the Second District reversed.
According to the district court, because Taylor had neither been appointed personal
representative of his wife's estate nor been given court approval for the proposed
settlement of his minor daughter's claim, he was without authority to make a valid
settlement offer to Infinity. See Berges, 806 So. 2d at 508. The Second District
concluded that because Taylor did not present Infinity with an offer that would
protect its insured, Infinity could not have acted in bad faith as a matter of law.
See id.
Berges petitioned this Court for review, alleging express and direct conflict
with Grounds, in which the First District Court of Appeal held that the lack of

2. The final judgment represents the amount of the excess judgment plus
accrued interest.
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court approval prior to making an offer to settle a minor's claim did not, as matter
of law, preclude a finding of bad faith. See 311 So. 2d at 167-68. This Court
granted review to resolve this conflict.
II. ANALYSIS
The conflict issue presented for our review is whether an offer to settle a
claim is invalid as a matter of law if the claimant has not obtained necessary court
approvals of the settlement prior to making the offer. Relying on the Fifth District
Court of Appeal's decision in Williams v. Infinity Insurance Co., 745 So. 2d 573
(Fla. 5th DCA 1999), the Second District reasoned that without the necessary court
approvals, Taylor did not present Infinity with an offer to settle that would protect
its insured. See Berges, 806 So. 2d at 508. Berges contends that the Second
District's holding is directly contrary to Grounds, in which the First District held
that the issue of whether an insurer acted in bad faith in failing to settle a minor's
claim even though court approvals were necessary is a jury question.
We begin with the general law of bad faith. It has long been the law of this
State that an insurer owes a duty of good faith to its insured. See Gutierrez, 386
So. 2d at 785. Thus,
[t]he insurer must investigate the facts, give fair consideration to a
settlement offer that is not unreasonable under the facts, and settle, if
possible, where a reasonably prudent person, faced with the prospect
of paying the total recovery, would do so.
Id.
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In concluding that Taylor's offer was invalid as a matter of law because he
had not obtained the necessary court approvals prior to making the offer to settle,
the Second District reasoned that Taylor's offer "was merely an expression of his
intent to settle once he became authorized to make an offer. As of May 2, he could
neither sign the release nor assure Infinity that if it, in fact, performed in any way,
all of the claimants would be bound by the offer." Berges, 806 So. 2d at 508-09.
According to the Second District, "Since Infinity had no reasonable opportunity to
settle the claim, Infinity could not have acted in bad faith as a matter of law." Id. at
508.
We conclude that the Second District's reasoning is flawed. Although
certainly the purpose of an insurer's obligation to act in good faith is to protect an
insured from an excess verdict, an offer to settle is not invalid simply because there
is a requirement of subsequent court approval. Even Justice Cantero's dissent,
which concludes that no settlement could be consummated, agrees that Taylor had
the authority to make the offer to settle. See dissenting opinion at 51 (noting that
Taylor "could legitimately offer to settle") (Cantero, J., dissenting). The question
of bad faith in this case extends to Infinity's entire conduct in the handling of the
claim, including the acts or omissions of Infinity in failing to ensure payment of
the policy limits within the time demands.
The First District's reasoning in Grounds is more consistent with insurance
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bad faith law, which generally reserves the question of bad faith for the jury. See
Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d at 785 ("The question of failure to act in good faith with due
regard for the interests of the insured is for the jury."); see also Campbell v. Gov't
Employees Ins. Co., 306 So. 2d 525, 530-31 (Fla. 1974) ("[R]easonable diligence
and ordinary care [are] material in determining bad faith. Traditionally, reasonable
diligence and ordinary care are considerations of fact—not of law.").
In Grounds, the First District permitted a jury to consider whether an insurer
acted in bad faith in failing to respond to a time-limited settlement offer, even
though the offer to settle did not specifically dispose of a potential claim by the
U.S. Government for medical benefits and the claimant was a minor whose
guardian needed court approval. 311 So. 2d at 167-68. The accident which gave
rise to the claim involved an automobile owned and driven by a minor, Geoffrey
Nevils. There was never any contention that the insured was not liable for Nevils'
injuries and damages. Indeed, an independent adjusting firm investigating the
accident for the insurance company concluded that "it look[ed] bad because our
driver was charged with DWI." Id. at 165. The insurer was later informed that the
Government was making a claim under the Federal Medical Care Recovery Act for
the cost of the treatment provided to Nevils, who, at the time, was a helicopter pilot
student in cadet training. See id.
The attorney for Nevils wrote a time-demand letter to the insurer that
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detailed Nevils' injuries, pointed out that if the case went to jury trial the damage
award would likely be in excess of the policy limits, and offered to settle within the
policy limits. See id. at 166. The settlement offer stated that the offer would
remain open for two weeks and expressly stipulated that any settlement would
include the claim of the Government, with whom Nevils promised to settle
directly. See id. The insurer neither responded to the offer within the two-week
period for acceptance nor informed its insured of the offer. See id. at 167. Nevils
eventually filed suit against the insurer and Grounds. See id. A jury awarded
Nevils approximately $50,000 in compensatory damages above the $20,000 policy
limits. See id. at 165, 167.
Grounds subsequently filed suit against his insurer, alleging bad faith failure
to settle. See id. A jury awarded Grounds $55,019.63, the amount in excess of the
policy limits plus interest and attorney's fees. See id. The insurer appealed and the
First District affirmed the judgment, noting:
The jury could properly weigh th[e] evidence and conclude that . . .
appellant . . . would have known it was unquestionably liable and that
the damages obviously exceeded the policy limits; that such failure by
the insurer constituted bad faith toward its insured who as a result
thereof was subjected to personal liability greatly in excess of the
limits for which he was covered by the policy.
Id. at 167. In holding that the evidence was sufficient to support the jury's verdict,
and thus that the judgment would not be reversed on appeal, the First District
stated:
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Appellant also contends that Stafford's offer was necessarily
contingent upon the government's claim being settled. . . . Had it
agreed to settle for the policy limits, it could have done so subject to
the government claim being settled and thus have avoided this
additional liability.
In addition, appellant contends that since Nevils was a minor,
his claim could not have been settled without approval of the
court. This is correct, but a settlement of a minor's claim could never
be accomplished if insurance companies took this attitude. All such
settlements must necessarily be subject to court approval.
In the recent opinion of the Supreme Court in Campbell v.
Government Employees Insurance Company, Fla., 306 So.2d 525,
that court reversed this court's setting aside of a judgment for excess
liability, holding that this court was not at liberty to substitute its
judgment for that of the trier of facts since there was evidence to
support the judgment. It stated:
"Bad faith in a factual situation of this kind is not a matter
of law but is a question of fact for the jury."
It referred to Auto Mutual Indemnity Company v. Shaw, 134 Fla. 815,
184 So. 852, and stated:
"We ruled . . . that such matters as reasonable diligence
and ordinary care were material in determining bad faith.
Traditionally, reasonable diligence and ordinary care are
consideration of fact—not of law."
The evidence is sufficient to support that jury's verdict and were we of
a different view from that of the jury, we would not be authorized to
substitute our judgment for theirs.
Id. at 167-68 (emphasis supplied); see also Kivi v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 695
F.2d 1285, 1287-88 (11th Cir. 1983) (applying Florida law and holding that an
offer for settlement was not deficient because it did not specifically provide for the
disposition of the omnibus insured's claim or for the release of subrogation rights
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and the hospital lien).
Consistent with the reasoning in Grounds, Florida courts have never
considered court approval a prerequisite to a valid settlement offer for a minor.
See Tucker v. Shelby Mut. Ins. Co., 343 So. 2d 1357, 1359 (Fla. 1st DCA 1977)
(settlement offer binding against minor even though acceptance of such offer
required court approval), abrogated on other grounds as recognized by Dudley v.
McCormick, 799 So. 2d 436, 440 n.4 (Fla. 1st DCA 2001). Notably, in Bateski v.
Ransom, 658 So. 2d 630 (Fla. 2d DCA 1995), the Second District observed that a
claimant's status as a minor was not a material element of a valid settlement offer.
In holding that the parties had not reached a meeting of the minds regarding a
minor's offer for settlement, the Second District specifically observed:
The fact that Steven Bateski was a minor at the time of the offer does
not control our decision in this matter. It is true that while Steven
Bateski was a minor, the giving of a release form of any type would
not have allowed the parties to conclude the matter since he and his
mother would have had to cooperate in obtaining court approval of the
settlement. That was not an essential term of any agreement,
however, but was a contingency that did not affect the proposal in this
instance.
Id. at 632 (emphasis supplied).
Furthermore, although Florida law requires a court-appointed guardian to
settle any minor's claim in excess of $5000, see § 744.387(2), Fla. Stat. (Supp.
1990), guardianship law does not require the guardian to obtain court appointment
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and approval before negotiating a settlement. 3 Section 744.387(1), Florida Statutes
(Supp. 1990), provides:
When a settlement of any claim by or against the guardian, whether
arising as a result of personal injury or otherwise, and whether arising
before or after appointment of a guardian, is proposed, but before an
action to enforce it is begun . . . the court may enter an order
authorizing the settlement . . . .
(Emphasis supplied.)
Moreover, the statutory scheme governing estates similarly anticipates valid
negotiations prior to court involvement. Specifically, the legal acts of a personal
representative relate back after court appointment, thereby validating the previous
acts of the personal representative on behalf of the estate. See Griffin v. Workman,
73 So. 2d 844, 846 (Fla. 1954) ("[W]here a wrongful death action was instituted by
a party 'as administrator,' his subsequent appointment as such validated the
proceeding on the theory of relation back."); see also § 733.601, Florida Statutes
(1989). 4 Thus, the statutory schemes governing both minor and estate claims
contemplate the completion of settlement negotiations prior to court approval.
This scheme is consistent with the purposes of settlement, which are to simplify

3. This statute has been amended since 1990 to require court approval of
any claim in excess of $15,000. See § 744.387(2), Fla. Stat. (2002).
4. Section 733.601 provides:
The powers of a personal representative relate back in time to give
acts by the person appointed, occurring before appointment and
beneficial to the estate, the same effect as those occurring thereafter.
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and shorten litigation, save costs to parties, and ease the burden on the courts by
obviating the necessity of trial. See Bodek v. Gulliver Acad., Inc., 702 So. 2d
1331, 1332 (Fla. 3d DCA 1997), abrogated on other grounds as recognized by
Dudley, 799 So. 2d at 436, 440 n.4; see generally Cunningham v. Standard Guar.
Ins. Co., 630 So. 2d 179, 182 (Fla. 1994) ("This Court has looked with favor upon
stipulations designed to simplify, shorten, or settle litigation and save costs to
parties.").
In support of the position that Taylor did not extend a valid offer to settle,
the Second District and Infinity rely on the Fifth District's decision in Williams.
We conclude that Williams is distinguishable from this case. Unlike Berges, the
issue in Williams was whether the insurer was obligated to settle with the first
beneficiary who claimed insurance proceeds to the exclusion of other potential
beneficiaries. See Williams, 745 So. 2d at 574. In this case, Taylor's offer was an
attempt to settle all potential claims against Infinity involving the estate and all
three survivors for the policy limits. Indeed, Taylor was the husband of the
decedent and natural father of both minor children, including the daughter who was
severely injured in the accident. Moreover, unlike this case, in Williams the
insurers did tender the policy limits, subject to the condition that the tender satisfy
the claims of the entire estate. See id. at 575.
We thus conclude that the Second District erred when it concluded as a
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matter of law that Infinity could not be liable for bad faith towards its insured
because Taylor did not make a valid offer to settle the case. Neither precedent nor
the applicable statutes regarding settlements involving minors or on behalf of
decedents require prior court approval for a valid settlement offer to be made. The
focus in this case extends to Infinity's entire course of conduct in handling the
claim and in failing to consummate the settlement and pay the policy limits within
the time limits demanded by Taylor.
III. WHETHER COMPETENT SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTS
THE JURY'S VERDICT OF BAD FAITH
Having concluded that Taylor's offer did present Infinity with a valid
opportunity to settle, we next address three additional issues raised in this case: (a)
whether Infinity's agreement to pay the policy limits precludes a finding of bad
faith as a matter of law; (b) whether the trial court erred in instructing the jury on
the insurer's duty to advise of settlement opportunities in this case; and (c) whether,
under the totality of the circumstances, competent, substantial evidence supports
the jury verdict of bad faith.
In analyzing these issues, we adhere to the well-settled principle that an
appellate court will not disturb a final judgment if there is competent, substantial
evidence to support the verdict on which the judgment rests. Indeed, it is not the
function of this Court to substitute its judgment for that of the trier of fact. See
Castillo v. E.I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., 854 So. 2d 1264, 1277 (Fla. 2003) ("It
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is a basic tenet of appellate review that appellate courts do not reevaluate the
evidence and substitute their judgment for that of the jury."); Carter v. Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp., 778 So. 2d 932, 939 (Fla. 2000) (quoting Helman v.
Seaboard Coast Line R.R. Co., 349 So. 2d 1187, 1189 (Fla. 1977)) ("[I]t is not the
function of an appellate court to reevaluate the evidence and substitute its
judgment for that of the jury."); Grounds, 311 So. 2d at 168 (stating that an
appellate court is not authorized to substitute its judgment for that of the trier of
fact).
A. Whether Infinity's Agreement to Pay the Policy Limits Precludes a
Finding of Bad Faith as a Matter of Law
As the basis for concluding that Infinity could not be liable for bad faith, the
Second District held that Taylor lacked the authority to make the offer. However,
Infinity and Justice Cantero's dissent present an alternative basis for concluding
that Infinity cannot be liable for bad faith. 5 Essentially, it is Infinity's position that
because it agreed within the time deadlines to pay the policy limits, it had no
5. We directly address this alternative in order to determine whether we can
affirm on grounds other than those relied on by the district court. See Dade
County School Bd. v. Radio Station WQBA, 731 So. 2d 638, 645 (Fla. 1999). We
have stated that "in some circumstances, even though a trial court's ruling is based
on improper reasoning, the ruling will be upheld if there is any theory or principle
of law in the record which would support the ruling. This longstanding principle
of appellate law, . . . referred to as the 'tipsy coachman' doctrine, allows an
appellate court to affirm a trial court that reaches the right result, but for the wrong
reasons so long as there is any basis which would support the judgment in the
record." Robertson v. State, 829 So. 2d 901, 906 (Fla. 2002) (internal quotation
marks and citation omitted).
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obligation to consummate the settlement and actually pay the policy limits within
the time deadlines. Thus, according to Infinity, it could not be liable for bad faith
as a matter of law. We note that contrary to the Second District's holding in this
case, Infinity and Justice Cantero assume for purposes of this issue that Taylor did
have the authority to make an offer to settle his claims against Infinity's insured.
We reject Infinity's argument that, because it agreed within the time
deadlines to pay the policy limits, the issue of bad faith should be decided as a
matter of law. To the contrary, because this issue concerns disputed issues of
material fact, we conclude that it was properly submitted to the jury.
Infinity's argument on this issue is two-fold. First, Infinity asserts that
Taylor's time deadlines were suspended after the May 11 conversation. Consistent
with Infinity's position, Fryer testified at trial that Infinity's May 11 offer to pay the
policy limits, which Taylor accepted, did not include the time deadlines for
payment. However, Fryer's testimony was contradicted by Taylor at trial. Taylor
testified that his understanding of the May 11 conversation was that Infinity was
accepting the terms of his demand letter and going to work to obtain the court
approvals and pay the policy limits within the time frames set forth therein.
We note that neither Fryer nor Korth, the attorney retained by Infinity,
memorialized in writing their understanding that the time deadlines for
consummation of the settlement were not in effect after May 11. In fact, Infinity's
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internal memoranda regarding the claim supports Taylor's position that the
deadlines remained applicable. The May 16 retainer letter from Fryer to Korth
specifically references the May 2 time demand letter from Taylor. A copy of
Taylor's letter was enclosed for Korth's review. Fryer's notes of a May 23, 1990,
telephone conversation between Fryer and Korth indicate that, as of that date,
Korth and Fryer were both working under the impression that court approvals and
settlement needed to be completed under the terms of Taylor's May 2 demand
letter. 6 In an interoffice memo to his legal assistant, Korth urges that the settlement
be completed quickly because "the man lost his wife and his daughter was hurt
very seriously and they are very intent on getting their money as quickly as
possible." The thirty-day report written May 29 by Fryer's supervisor, Bobbi Hall,
specifically referenced Taylor's time limits. Finally, even the misaddressed letter
to Taylor from Korth indicating that Infinity was agreeing to pay the policy limits
failed to set forth Infinity's position that court approvals and payment could not or
would not occur within the time deadlines. Therefore, even if Taylor had received
the letter, he would not have known that Infinity did not intend to complete the
settlement within the time deadlines. In light of this evidence, we conclude that
the issue of whether the time deadlines remained in effect after the May 11
6. Fryer testified that when Korth informed him during the May 23
telephone conversation that there might be some problems with getting the court
approvals by the deadlines, Fryer did not respond by informing Korth not to worry
because the May 11 "settlement" did not have a time demand.
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conversation was properly submitted to the jury.
Second, Infinity argues that it should not be liable for bad faith as a matter of
law because it was impossible to obtain the necessary court approvals and
conclude the settlement within the time periods proposed by Taylor. In this regard,
both Justice Cantero's description of the deadlines as "arbitrary" and Justice Wells'
characterization of the deadlines as "artificial" reflect Infinity's argument on this
point. However, the focus in a bad faith case is not on the actions of the claimant
but rather on those of the insurer in fulfilling its obligations to the insured. See
generally Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d at 785. In fact, Infinity owed a fiduciary duty to
act in Berges' best interests. See Doe v. Allstate Ins. Co., 653 So. 2d 371, 374 (Fla.
1995) (stating that the obligation of insurance company toward insured is a
"fiduciary duty requiring the exercise of good faith"). We conclude that the issue
as to whether Infinity could have met the deadlines if it had acted with due regard
for the interests of its insured was properly submitted to the jury and resolved as a
material issue of fact. Cf. Powell v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co, 584 So. 2d
12, 14 (Fla. 3d DCA 1991) ("Whether Prudential's delay in responding to
Goldner's attorney's requests and its failure to inform Powell of the ten-day
deadline . . . were reasonable under the circumstances . . . are . . . material issues of
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fact to be submitted to the jury."). 7
At trial, both parties presented expert testimony as to the feasibility of
Taylor's time-limited demand and Infinity's actions in light of that demand.
Berges' experts testified that the time period was reasonable and that Infinity could
have and should have been able to pay the policy limits within the time period,
especially because the case involved "clearly outrageous liability" and "extreme
damages." Berges' experts also stated that if Infinity anticipated that court
approvals could not have taken place within the time limit, Infinity should have
tendered the funds into interest-bearing accounts or requested a time extension
from Taylor before the time period expired.
Consistent with the testimony of Berges' experts on this issue, we note that
none of the internal memoranda regarding this claim generated by Infinity's
representatives suggested that there was anything unreasonable about Taylor's time
limits demand. To the contrary, the internal notes suggest that Infinity was
7. The cases cited by Justice Cantero in his dissent do not support a
different principle of law. For example, in Southern General Insurance Co. v.
Holt, 416 S.E.2d 274, 276 (Ga. 1992), the Georgia Supreme Court affirmed a jury
verdict against an insurer for bad faith failure to settle within the policy limits. The
court noted that the issue was whether under all the facts the jury could determine
that the insurer acted unreasonably in declining to accept a time-limited offer. The
Fifth District Court of Appeal's decision in Clauss v. Fortune Insurance Co., 523
So. 2d 1177, 1179 (Fla. 5th DCA 1988), is distinguishable both because it
interprets section 624.155, Florida Statutes (1985), which relates to statutory bad
faith causes of action, and because, in that case, the insurance company was still
investigating and verifying its liability during the time period, and tendered the
policy limits only one day after the notice of bad faith was sent.
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working to complete the settlement within the time frame. Even assuming at some
point Infinity realized it could not pay the money within the time periods, Infinity
never conveyed this problem to Taylor. Infinity made no request that Taylor's
deadlines be extended. Even after Korth informed Fryer on May 23 that there
might be a problem with getting the court approvals in the remaining time period,
Fryer did not notify Taylor of the difficulties or ask for an extension. In fact, even
though the time limits required completion of the settlement by May 27 for the
wrongful death claim and June 1 for the minor's claim, Taylor did not revoke the
offer through his attorney until June 11.
Assuming Taylor's conduct is a factor to consider in deciding whether
Infinity acted in bad faith toward its insured, the record is devoid of any evidence
that Taylor was uncooperative or in any way hindered Infinity's attempts to obtain
the court approvals. When Taylor delivered his May 2 demand letter, he had
already taken steps to be appointed personal representative of his wife's estate.8
Taylor also indicated that he was aware court approvals would be necessary and
stated that he would work with Infinity's attorneys to obtain the approvals. Taylor
reiterated that understanding during the May 11 telephone conversation. However,

8. As of May 14, 1990, an order had been entered appointing Taylor as
personal representative. The probate court required Taylor to post a bond before it
would issue letters of administration. However, it is undisputed that Taylor had the
authority to make the policy limits demand on behalf of the estate and the
survivors, which consisted of Taylor as surviving spouse and the minor children.
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after the May 11 conversation, in which Infinity agreed that its attorneys would
undertake the process of obtaining the necessary approvals, no one from Infinity
ever contacted Taylor within the deadline to move the court process forward.9
Justice Wells, in his dissenting opinion, asserts that Taylor's conduct in this
case evinces the use of "sophisticated legal strategies" employed to "create" bad
faith claims against insurers, and that this Court should not sanction such conduct.
Dissenting op. at 42 (Wells, J., dissenting). However, the jury could have found
that the evidence established that Taylor's imposition of time deadlines constituted
a genuine attempt to resolve the claims in an expeditious manner and that, for him,
time was of the essence. Taylor advised Infinity that the deadlines were imposed
because he had missed a great deal of work due to the accident, and he was
"getting doctor bills almost every day" related to his daughter's injuries.
Importantly, Infinity understood this to be the reason for Taylor's time deadlines.
As Korth stated in an interoffice memo to his legal assistant, settlement needed to
9. Justice Cantero asserts in his dissent that the failure to complete the
settlement was due to Taylor unilaterally revoking his offer on June 11. See
dissenting op. at 52 (Cantero, J., dissenting). This position ignores the explicit
terms of Taylor's May 2 demand letter, which gave Infinity until May 27 to pay the
wrongful death claim and June 1 to pay the minor's claim. As noted above, from
Taylor's point of view the terms of that demand remained in effect. When Infinity
did not perform within the deadlines, the demand expired. Moreover, Justice
Cantero's dissent ignores the evidence that suggests that the failure to consummate
the settlement was due to Infinity's own actions in not communicating with Taylor,
not working diligently to obtain the court approvals, and not tendering the funds
into interest-bearing accounts within the deadline. This issue was properly
submitted to the jury.
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be completed quickly because "the man lost his wife and his daughter was hurt
very seriously and they are very intent on getting their money as quickly as
possible."
Finally, we note that Infinity's position that the lack of court approvals
prevented it from consummating the settlement according to the terms of Taylor's
May 2 demand is undermined by the fact that the demand presented Infinity with
the option of tendering the funds into interest-bearing accounts pending court
approval. Indeed, Taylor advised that if it was not possible to pay him directly
within his proposed deadlines, the policy limits could be tendered into interestbearing accounts. However, despite Taylor's suggestion to set up a "special
account," Fryer testified at trial that he never considered or investigated the
possibility of setting up a separate account until the proper court approvals could
be obtained.
As the jury was instructed in this case, the issue is whether, under all of the
circumstances, the insurer could and should have settled the claim within the
policy limits had it acted fairly and honestly toward its insured and with due regard
for his interests. In light of the foregoing evidence and accepting the facts in the
light most favorable to Berges, we conclude that the question of whether Infinity
acted in bad faith in failing to complete the settlement within the time deadlines,
thereby insulating its insured from an excess judgment, was properly submitted to
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the jury.
B. Whether Infinity Had a Duty to Advise Berges of Taylor's Settlement
Offer
The Second District determined, as an alternative basis for reversing the
judgment, that Infinity did not owe a duty to advise Berges of Taylor's offer
because the "offer" contemplated settling within policy limits. See Berges, 806 So.
2d at 510. We thus address Berges' argument that the Second District erred in
holding that Infinity did not have a duty to inform and advise Berges of Taylor's
offer for settlement.
Neither the Second District nor Infinity has cited a Florida case that supports
the broad proposition that an insurer has no duty to inform its insured of a
settlement offer that is within the policy limits.10 The Second District's holding
misapplies this Court's precedent and is contrary to Gutierrez, in which this Court
held that an insurer's duty of good faith specifically obligates it "to advise the

10. In reaching its conclusion, the Second District relied on two cases:
A.W. Huss Co. v. Continental Casualty Co., 735 F.2d 246 (7th Cir. 1984) and
Shuster v. South Broward Hospital District Physicians' Professional Liability
Insurance Trust, 591 So. 2d 174 (Fla. 1992). Neither of the cases supports the
Second District's broad holding that an insurer does not have a duty to involve its
insured in discussions for settlement within the policy limits. Further, A.W. Huss
Co. and Shuster are factually distinguishable from this case because neither case
concerned a situation in which the insurer was offered a settlement within the
policy limits but did not settle. Rather, in both A.W. Huss Co. and Shuster, the
insurers actually settled within the policy limits and the insureds were not
subjected to excess judgments. See A.W. Huss, 735 F.2d at 247; Shuster, 591 So.
2d at 175.
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insured of settlement opportunities, to advise as to the probable outcome of the
litigation, to warn of the possibility of an excess judgment, and to advise the
insured of any steps he might take to avoid same." 386 So. 2d at 785 (emphasis
supplied). "Where the insured reasonably relies on the insurer to conduct
settlement negotiations, and the insurer fails to disclose settlement overtures to the
insured, the jury may find bad faith." Powell, 584 So. 2d at 14-15.
The duty to inform the insured of settlement opportunities is one of the
duties subsumed within the duty of good faith owed by an insurer to an insured.
The failure to inform the insured of the settlement offer does not automatically
establish bad faith; it is simply one factor for the jury to consider in determining
whether the insurer acted in bad faith. See id. at 14 (concluding that the "lack of a
formal offer to settle does not preclude a finding of bad faith," but is merely one
factor to be considered by the jury); Gen. Accident Fire & Life Assurance Corp. v.
Am. Cas. Co., 390 So. 2d 761, 765 (Fla. 3d DCA 1980) (same). Therefore, the
Second District erred in ruling as a matter of law that Infinity did not breach its
good faith duty to inform and advise Berges of settlement opportunities.
C.

Whether Competent Substantial Evidence Supports the Jury Finding of
Bad Faith
Finally, we address whether competent, substantial evidence supports the

jury's verdict that Infinity acted in bad faith. In Florida, the question of whether an
insurer has acted in bad faith in handling claims against the insured is determined
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under the "totality of the circumstances" standard. See State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins.
Co. v. Laforet, 658 So. 2d 55, 63 (Fla. 1995). Each case is determined on its own
facts and ordinarily "[t]he question of failure to act in good faith with due regard
for the interests of the insured is for the jury." Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d at 785; see
also Campbell, 306 So. 2d at 530-31 ("[R]easonable diligence and ordinary care
[are] material in determining bad faith. Traditionally, reasonable diligence and
ordinary care are considerations of fact—not of law.").
Although the issue of bad faith is ordinarily a question for the jury, this
Court and the district courts have, in certain circumstances, concluded as a matter
of law that an insurance company could not be liable for bad faith. For example,
as noted by Justice Cantero in his dissent, in State Farm Fire & Casualty Co. v.
Zebrowski, 706 So. 2d 275, 277 (Fla. 1997), this Court concluded that the trial
court's grant of summary judgment in favor of the insurer was proper because,
under section 624.155, Florida Statutes (1995), the insurance carrier did not owe a
duty to the third-party claimant in the absence of an excess judgment as a matter of
law. However, Zebrowski is distinguishable because this case does not involve
either the interpretation of section 624.155 or the absence of an excess judgment
against the insured. It is undisputed that Infinity owed a duty to its insured,
Berges, to act in good faith.
Moreover, where material issues of fact which would support a jury finding
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of bad faith remain in dispute, summary judgment is improper. See, e.g., Robinson
v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co., 583 So. 2d 1063, 1069 (Fla. 5th DCA 1991)
(reversing grant of summary judgment on bad faith claim where jury could find
that "a reasonably prudent person faced with paying the entire judgment" would
have settled under disputed material facts). But see, e.g., Shuster v. S. Broward
Hosp. Dist. Physicians' Prof'l Liab. Ins. Trust, 591 So. 2d 174, 178 (Fla. 1992)
(concluding that insurer could not be liable for bad faith as a matter of law where
the policy provided that the insurer could settle any claim "as it deems expedient"
and the insurer settled within policy limits). As noted above, this case was
properly submitted to the jury to resolve disputed issues of material fact.
Therefore, our review is limited to whether the verdict is supported by legally
sufficient evidence. See Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d at 785 (concluding that although the
question of bad faith is generally for the jury, the verdict must be supported by
legally sufficient evidence).
Infinity owed a duty to Berges to "investigate the facts, give fair
consideration to a settlement offer that [was] not unreasonable under the facts, and
settle, if possible, where a reasonably prudent person, faced with the prospect of
paying the total recovery, would do so." Id. In this case, Infinity's independent
investigation of the facts completed within a month after the accident revealed that
this was a case of clear, if not aggravated, liability. At this time and three days
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before Taylor delivered his demand for the policy limits, Infinity's investigator
confirmed in writing to Infinity that the driver of its insured vehicle had, while
intoxicated, crossed the center line and collided head-on with Taylor's wife's car.
Not only was the driver of Infinity's insured vehicle determined to be one hundred
percent at fault for the accident but as of that time, Infinity knew that Mrs. Taylor,
a mother of two minor children, died as a result. Infinity also knew that one of
Taylor's minor daughters sustained severe injuries, resulting in over $30,000 in
medical bills to date. Thus, as of April 30, one month after the accident and
several days before a demand was made, Infinity knew that this was a case of clear
liability and substantial damages, and that a jury verdict could far exceed the
insured's minimal policy limits of $20,000.
The actions of Infinity in the period following the receipt of the claim were
properly considered by the jury in determining whether Infinity was acting with
due regard for its insured's interests. The competent, substantial evidence to
support the jury's finding consists of what the investigation revealed and Infinity's
conduct after being presented with a written offer to settle for the policy limits.
As discussed more extensively above, the evidence construed in the light
most favorable to Berges reveals that instead of doing everything reasonably
possible to complete the settlement following the May 11 conversation, Fryer
never contacted Taylor again or followed up with Korth to stress the urgency of the
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time limits. Fryer did not memorialize his understanding of the conversation with
Taylor in a letter to him. When Korth communicated to Fryer that completing the
settlement within the time demands was problematic, Fryer did not contact Taylor
to request an extension, inform him that there was a problem with court approval,
or otherwise investigate the possibility of placing the funds into interest-bearing
accounts. Instead, the time limit in the May 2 written offer simply expired without
any communication from Infinity to Taylor.
Lastly, although Infinity knew on April 30 that this was a case of clear
liability with substantial damages, Infinity did not advise its insured, Berges, of the
probable outcome of litigation that might be instituted, of the possibility of an
excess judgment, or of the settlement negotiations between Taylor and Infinity
until after Taylor had filed suit. After the May 11 conversation between Taylor
and Fryer, Infinity failed to contact Berges until June 20, more than a month later
and well after the settlement deadlines had expired.
When Infinity finally did contact Berges after Taylor had withdrawn his
offer and filed suit, Infinity's description of the previous negotiations with Taylor
was not accurate. In a letter that for the first time informed Berges about the
possibility of an excess judgment and his right to retain independent counsel,
Infinity told Berges in a postscript "that we have offered to pay your policy limits
of $20,000 for the above claim, but Mr. Taylor refused to settle for that amount."
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The postscript did not mention the settlement deadlines and other terms of Taylor's
May 2 settlement offer. If Infinity had advised Berges at the time the demand
letter was received, Berges might have been able to obtain his own attorney who,
recognizing that time was of the essence and that this was an offer that Berges
could not afford to let expire, could have expedited any necessary court
proceedings.
The totality of the circumstances regarding Infinity's failure to act in the best
interests of its insured are similar to the circumstances in Hartford Accident &
Indemnity Co. v. Mathis, 511 So. 2d 601 (Fla. 4th DCA), review denied, 518 So.
2d 1275 (Fla. 1987), in which the Fourth District stated:
[I]t was clear to the carrier, from its own intra-departmental report,
from the day after the accident (a) this was a horrendous injury
including brain damage to a minor, (b) it was either an absolute or
nearly absolute liability case, and (c) the policy limits were $25,000.
Six weeks post-accident the victim's attorney orally requested policy
limits . . . for a complete release of its insured. This information was
not conveyed to the insured.
No response was given for almost a month . . . . The victim's
attorney then sent a written formal demand for the limits and extended
only ten days within which the carrier could tender $25,000.
Although this court has indicted its unhappiness with "ten day
demand" letters, under these facts we find no error justifying reversal
since there was sufficient evidence from which the jury could have
found a breach of the carrier's duty of good faith . . . .
In addition, there was evidence of the carrier's failure to
communicate appropriately with its insured as well as a lack of candor
and complete integrity in that which it did communicate, all of which
could also justify the jury's finding of bad faith.
Id. at 602 (citation omitted). We conclude that the Fourth District's analysis in
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Hartford is equally applicable to this case.
The facts of this case recounted above support the conclusion that, in the
words of the trial judge, Infinity entirely "dropped the ball" in its handling of this
case. Under the totality of the circumstances standard employed in Florida, we
conclude that based on these facts, there was competent, substantial evidence to
support the jury verdict that Infinity breached its duty of good faith to Berges.
CONCLUSION
In our decision today, we have not attempted to alter bad faith jurisprudence,
nor has any party requested that we do so. This Court articulated the law of bad
faith more than two decades ago in Gutierrez, which itself relied on case law from
this Court dating back to 1938. Bad faith law was designed to protect insureds
who have paid their premiums and who have fulfilled their contractual obligations
by cooperating fully with the insurer in the resolution of claims. The insurance
contract requires that the insured surrender to the insurance company control over
whether the claim is settled. In exchange for this relinquishment of control over
settlement and the conduct of the litigation, the insurer obligates itself to act in
good faith in the investigation, handling, and settling of claims brought against the
insured. Indeed, this is what the insured expects when paying premiums. Bad
faith jurisprudence merely holds insurers accountable for failing to fulfill their
obligations, and our decision does not change this basic premise.
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Justice Wells expresses concern in his dissent over the future economic
effect that our decision will have on Florida's liability insurance consumers. In his
dissent, Justice Wells has not cited any empirical data showing that since our
decision in Gutierrez there has been a direct correlation between bad faith claims
and increased premiums. To the contrary, it is far more likely that the insurer's
knowledge of the potential consequences of placing its own interests over that of
its insured has a beneficial effect on the handling of claims.
Justice Wells also posits in his dissent that our decision and reaffirmation of
bad faith law provides the insured more coverage than that which he initially
bargained for. However, as was recognized by this Court as early as 1938, "[i]t is
well settled in cases of limited liability insurance that the insurer may so conduct
itself as to be liable for the entire judgment recovered against the insured, although
that judgment exceeds the amount of liability named in the policy." Shaw, 184 So.
at 858 (quoting Am. Mut. Liab. Ins. Co. v. Cooper, 61 F.2d 446, 447 (5th Cir.
1932)).
In sum, our decision today does not carve out any novel jurisprudence
regarding bad faith claims. Rather, our decision reaffirms that an insurer owes a
duty of good faith to its insured. Moreover, the basis of our decision is our
agreement with the approach adopted by the First District in Grounds that court
approval is not a prerequisite to a valid settlement offer.
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For the reasons stated above, we approve Grounds and quash the Second
District's decision in Berges to the extent that it is inconsistent with this opinion.
On remand the judgment of the trial court should be reinstated.
It is so ordered.
ANSTEAD, LEWIS, and QUINCE, JJ., concur.
ANSTEAD, J., concurs with an opinion.
WELLS, J., dissents with an opinion, in which CANTERO and BELL, JJ., concur.
CANTERO, J., dissents with an opinion, in which WELLS and BELL, JJ., concur.

NOT FINAL UNTIL TIME EXPIRES TO FILE REHEARING MOTION, AND
IF FILED, DETERMINED.
ANSTEAD, J., concurring.
The circumstances of this case present an excellent example of the very
difficult issues this Court is obligated to resolve pursuant to its constitutional
charge on jurisdiction and to bring uniformity to the law applied throughout
Florida.
In this case we are asked to review a district court decision setting aside a
jury’s determination that an insurance company negligently failed to look out for
the interests of its insured when the insurance company failed to seize an
opportunity to resolve a claim involving clear liability and damages that greatly
exceeded the insured’s policy limits. According to the insured, the insurance
company’s failure to act on the opportunity to settle the case for an amount within
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the policy limits resulted in him subsequently facing a substantial court judgment
far in excess of his insurance coverage.
Years ago, in decisions outlined in the majority opinion we decided that
these disputes between insurance companies and their insureds should ordinarily
be resolved by juries. See Boston Old Colony Ins. Co. v. Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d
783 (Fla. 1980). That is the effect of our decision today, and, based upon our
consistent precedent, I join in that resolution, while acknowledging the good faith
of the arguments made on both sides. One of the cases presenting facts very
similar to the case at issue is cited and discussed in the majority opinion. See
Hartford Acc. & Indem. Co. v. Mathis, 511 So. 2d 601 (Fla. 4th DCA 1987). A
review of that case may be helpful in understanding today’s decision.
In Mathis, as here, the insured was involved in a very serious accident
involving the clear liability of the insured and very substantial damages. The
insurance company was aware of the clear liability and substantial damages when
shortly after the accident it was presented with an opportunity to settle the case for
the policy limits of the policy it had issued to its insured. As here, the claimants
presented this opportunity for settlement to the insurance company with the
condition that the company act quickly. And, as here, when the company failed to
seize the opportunity, the insured ended up with a court judgment against him for
damages far in excess of the policy limits. The insured then sued his insurance
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company claiming the company failed to look out for him when it missed the
opportunity to settle. After a jury agreed with the insured, the appellate court
affirmed the jury’s verdict, holding that the facts presented a legitimate jury issue
as to whether the insurance company had negligently failed to act on its insured’s
behalf. The district court explained:
First of all, it was clear to the carrier, from its own intradepartmental reports, from the day after the accident (a) this was a
horrendous injury including brain damage to a minor, (b) it was either
an absolute or nearly absolute liability case, and (c) the policy limits
were $25,000. Six weeks post-accident the victim's attorney orally
requested policy limits of $25,000 and $1,000 medical payments for a
complete release of its insured. This information was not conveyed to
the insured.
No response was given for almost a month, though the adjuster
spoke with the victim's mother and verified the minor was still in the
hospital awaiting further surgery, had lost 50% of his vision, and had
extensive medical and hospital bills. The victim's attorney then sent a
written formal demand for the limits and extended only ten days
within which the carrier could tender $25,000. Although this court
has indicated its unhappiness with "ten day demand" letters (see
DeLaune v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, 314 So. 2d 601 (Fla.
4th DCA 1975)), under these facts we find no error justifying reversal
since there was sufficient evidence from which the jury could have
found a breach of the carrier's duty of good faith even predating the
written demand for policy limits.
In addition, there was evidence of the carrier's failure to
communicate appropriately with its insured as well as a lack of candor
and complete integrity in that which it did communicate, all of which
could also justify the jury's finding of bad faith.
511 So. 2d at 602. Although not an issue here, the Mathis court did reverse an
award of punitive damages the jury assessed against the insurance company.
Nevertheless, on facts almost identical to those involved herein the district court
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held that it was up to the jury to determine whether the insurance company had
properly acted in its insured’s best interests when it possessed absolute authority
under the policy to process and settle the claim. In other words, the assumption of
that absolute control carries with it the obligation to look out for the interests of the
insured. Where the insurance company knows that the liability is clear and the
damages clearly in excess of the policy limits, that obligation usually requires an
insurance company to seize upon any opportunity to settle within the policy limits.
The dangers of not doing so are obvious as the financial consequences to the
insured can be devastating.
Today’s case presents virtually the same ingredients as in Mathis: clear
liability, substantial damages, low policy limits, an opportunity to settle within a
limited time frame, and a subsequent judgment against the insured for an amount
far in excess of his liability policy limits. The insurance company contends that it
did act in the best interests of its insured, and its actions were reasonable under the
circumstances; and, of course, the jury could have found for the insurance
company. But, as in Mathis, it did not. Its message: given the clear liability and
the substantial damages, the insurance company did not act in the best interests of
its insured in missing an opportunity to settle and to avoid the big liability
judgment that was later entered against its insured.
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WELLS, J., dissenting.
I join Justice Cantero’s excellent and correct dissent. I would approve the
Second District’s fair and reasonable decision. I write further to express my
substantial concern about the effect of the majority’s decision in this case.
I recognize that since this Court’s decision in Boston Old Colony Insurance
Co. v. Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d 783 (Fla. 1980), bad faith claims against liability
insurers have served a useful role in the regulation of Florida’s insurers. I know
that there are real incidents of bad faith conduct on the part of insurers in the
handling of insurance claims, which are deservedly a basis for bad faith damages.
In other words, there is a place for a remedy against insurers that in real situations
act in actual bad faith.
On the other hand, I must also recognize that there are strategies which have
developed in the pursuit of insurance claims which are employed to create bad
faith claims against insurers when, after an objective, advised view of the insurer’s
claims handling, bad faith did not occur. This is a strategy which consists of
setting artificial deadlines for claims payments and the withdrawal of settlement
offers when the artificial deadline is not met. The goal of this strategy is to convert
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a policy purchased by the insured which has low limits of insurance into unlimited
insurance coverage. 11
It is my conclusion that this strategy is what was employed in this case and
is the basis of this case. I cannot join in the majority’s approval of what I
conclude is a created–rather than a real–bad faith claim. Perpetuating this kind of
bad faith action is not only wrong on the basis of the claims handling facts in this
particular case but is greatly detrimental to Florida’s liability insurance consumers
because of the increases in their insurance costs.
Obviously, this strategy worked well for the claimants and their attorneys in
this particular case. As a result of the majority’s reinstatement of the trial court’s
judgment, the $20,000 of insurance purchased by the insured has been converted
into insurance which will pay $1,893,066 to cover the claims plus $616,200 for
attorney fees plus interest. It also worked well for the insured, who paid for
$20,000 of insurance and was given by the majority’s opinion the benefit of more
than $2.5 million of insurance.
Just as it is an obvious truth that “there is no free lunch,” likewise, there is
no free liability insurance. It is an undeniable fact which follows logic and
common sense that bad faith judgments against insurers drive up the premium

11. In this case, if settlement had been the goal, settlement would have been
completed by July 1, 1990. Since it was not, fourteen years later, there is still no
settlement.
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costs for all insureds, particularly for insureds who purchase low-limits liability
insurance policies. Liability insurance is a pool of money. The pool is filled by
premiums and drained by claims. When an insured purchases and pays premiums
on $20,000 of insurance but the insurer pays $2.5 million in claims, someone has
to fill up the pool. Initially, this amount may come out of an insurer’s profits, but
eventually the someones are the other insureds, whose premiums are increased.
Of course, many Floridians are dependent upon the availability of low-limits
insurance policies to meet the statutory financial responsibility requirements of
section 324.021, Florida Statutes (2003). It is inescapable that the decision in this
case will have a future adverse impact on Florida citizens who need to have this
insurance at affordable rates. Their insurance will be more expensive as a result of
this decision.
My conclusion is that while bad faith claims based upon substantive
wrongful acts by an insurer are a useful part of insurance regulation, such claims
must be carefully screened by the courts so that only real–rather than created–bad
faith claims provide a basis for a bad faith recovery of damages against an insurer.
The present case is an example of a bad faith claim which presents no factual
evidence of bad faith claims handling but, rather, presents a claim manipulated for
the purpose of creating a bad faith cause of action. I cannot conclude on the basis
of an objective analysis of the facts of the handling of the claim in this case that the
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insurer handled the claim in bad faith. I applaud the decision of the Second
District to not affirm the judgment against the insurer.
I do not believe that it is acceptable for the Court to merely say that bad faith
is a jury question. 12 It is the Court’s responsibility to have logical, objective
standards for bad faith and not to avoid setting definitive standards by declaring
bad faith to be a jury question. The Court should recognize that it has the
responsibility to reserve bad faith damages, which is limitless, court-created
insurance, to egregious circumstances of delay and bad faith acts. The Court
likewise has a responsibility to not allow contrived bad faith claims that are the
product of sophisticated legal strategies and not the product of actual bad faith.
I conclude that what is needed are express guidelines which include set time
periods in which all insurers must presumptively make decisions on claims and
issue payments. The guidelines should set out the conditions for payments such as
for the appointment of guardians. There is also a need for defined penalties for
failure to meet these time requirements rather than limitless insurance. In view of

12. Presenting all bad faith cases to a jury does not provide for the objective
analysis required. What the jury knows in these cases is that there is a tragically
and grievously injured victim, that the insured had very low limits of insurance,
and that if the jury finds against the insurer, then all of the victim’s damages will
be paid by the insurer. It is these very facts which are not allowed to be known by
a jury in liability cases because of the known prejudicial influence these facts are
known to have on jury verdicts. See § 627.4136, Fla. Stat. (2003); Van Bibber v.
Hartford Accident & Indemnity Ins. Co., 439 So. 2d 880 (Fla. 1983); State Farm
Fire & Casualty Co. v. Nail, 516 So. 2d 1022 (Fla. 5th DCA 1987).
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this decision, I regret that there appears to be no alternative but that the guidelines
will have to be mandated by statute.

CANTERO and BELL, JJ., concur.

CANTERO, J., dissenting.
I would affirm the district court in this case because as a matter of law,
Infinity did not act in bad faith. The insured’s sole “evidence” of bad faith is
Infinity’s failure to meet Taylor’s arbitrary deadlines for payment. Before Taylor’s
arbitrary deadlines expired, however, Infinity and Taylor verbally agreed to settle
for the policy limits, but before his deadlines expired, Taylor did not obtain
authority to execute a release as either the appointed personal representative for the
estate or guardian of his child. This lack of authority to formally consummate the
settlement made conclusion of the settlement impossible within Taylor’s own
arbitrary deadlines and does not demonstrate bad faith on Infinity’s part. Had
Infinity tendered payment before Taylor obtained the requisite settlement
authority, the insured would not have been protected from further claims.
Therefore, the evidence is insufficient as a matter of law to support the finding of
bad faith.
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I. THE BAD FAITH STANDARD
Long ago, we explained an insurer’s responsibilities in settling claims. In
Boston Old Colony Insurance Co. v. Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d 783, 785 (Fla. 1980),
we stated that an “insurer must investigate the facts, give fair consideration to a
settlement offer that is not unreasonable under the facts, and settle, if possible,
where a reasonably prudent person, faced with the prospect of paying the total
recovery, would do so.” Id. at 785 (emphasis added). To establish a breach of this
duty, claimants must demonstrate more than mere negligence; they must prove the
insurer acted in bad faith. Id. That is, the evidence must show that the insurer
breached its fiduciary duty to the insured by “wrongfully refusing to settle the case
within the policy limits, and exposing its insured to a judgment which exceeds the
coverage provided by the policy.” Dunn v. National Sec. Fire & Cas. Co., 631 So.
2d 1103, 1106 (Fla. 5th DCA 1993) (emphasis added).13 Thus, the jury was
instructed in this case as follows:
An insurance company acts in bad faith in failing to settle the claim
against its insured within its policy limits when under all the
circumstances it could and should have done so had it acted fairly and
honestly towards its insured and with due regard for his or her
interest.

13. “Wrongful” means “[c]haracterized by unfairness or injustice.” Black’s
Law Dictionary 1606 (7th ed. 1999).
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(Emphasis added.) See § 624.155, Fla. Stat. (1995) (defining statutory bad faith
cause of action). Clearly mistakes and miscues do not meet this standard.
Because this standard requires the examination of the totality of the
circumstances, the issue of bad faith ordinarily is one of fact for the jury. See
Gutierrez, 386 So. 2d at 785. As with many other issues that usually are questions
of fact, however, the issue of bad faith may be determined as a matter of law when
the facts are undisputed. Florida courts regularly uphold summary judgments
when the undisputed facts demonstrate that the insurer could not have acted in bad
faith. See, e.g., State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. Zebrowski, 706 So. 2d 275, 277
(Fla. 1997) (reinstating summary judgment in favor of insurer because the carrier
has a duty to settle when it is in the insured’s best interest, not when it is in the
claimant’s best interest); RLI Ins. Co. v. Scottsdale Ins. Co., 691 So. 2d 1095,
1096-97 (Fla. 4th DCA 1997) (affirming summary judgment for the insurer on the
bad faith claim because it “at no time missed an opportunity to settle which would
have put it in a bad faith posture”); Caldwell v. Allstate Ins. Co., 453 So. 2d 1187
(Fla. 1st DCA 1984) (affirming summary judgment in favor of insurer on bad faith
claim but reversing on other grounds).
This case, too, may be resolved as a matter of law because the undisputed
facts viewed under the standard enunciated above demonstrate that Infinity could
not have acted in bad faith. Infinity agreed to settle the case within Taylor’s
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arbitrary deadline but could not, consistent with its obligations to the insured,
tender payment of the settlement funds until Taylor could legally release the
estate’s and the minor’s claims against the insured.
II. THE FACTS OF THE CASE
Let us begin at the beginning. The accident occurred on March 29, 1990.
Berges did not report the accident to Infinity. Therefore, Infinity first learned of it
on April 23, when Taylor’s attorney sent Infinity a claim letter. By April 30—one
week later—Infinity’s investigation confirmed that its insured driver had been
intoxicated and was at fault. On May 2, Taylor personally delivered his
handwritten demand for the policy limits. Although Taylor demanded that
payment be made for his daughter’s claim by June 1 and for the estate’s claim
within twenty-five days, he also recognized that court proceedings might be
necessary and pledged his cooperation in these processes. There is no evidence
that Taylor’s deadlines were tied to any particular event, and the record does not
reveal why he established different deadlines for the claims.
Within another nine days, Infinity completed its investigation of the claim
and outstanding coverage issues. On May 11—well within Taylor’s arbitrary
deadlines of May 27 and June 1—Infinity contacted him by telephone and agreed
to settle for the policy limits, stating that Infinity would tender the money when
Taylor obtained legal authority to sign releases as personal representative of the
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estate and guardianship of the minor child, with court approval of the settlement.
See Erhardt v. Duff, 729 So. 2d 529, 530 (Fla. 4th DCA 1999) (holding that the
insurer’s conditioning its tender of policy limits on the injured party’s executing
releases was an acceptance, not a counteroffer, because releases were implicit in
the agreement). Specifically, Infinity’s representative (Fryer) told Taylor that
Infinity was “willing to tender our policy limits on his wife and daughter, but that
we need court approval on his daughter because of her age and copies of the
probate papers on his wife naming him as executor of her estate to settle that
portion [of the claim].” Taylor testified that this is exactly what he was told, and
that he responded “yes” to the information. Taylor said he “assumed” Infinity
“was fulfilling the obligation to the [demand] letter” and that what Infinity was
doing was “fine” with him. Neither Taylor nor Fryer mentioned the deadline in
Taylor’s demand letter. Berges’s brief in this Court concedes that “Infinity and
Taylor both understood that court approvals were necessary.”
Infinity offered to provide Taylor an attorney to handle the estate and
guardianship matters at no cost. In fact, on May 16—after Infinity and Taylor had
orally agreed on a settlement—the insurer sent a letter to attorney Korth hiring him
to do just that. The letter retaining Korth stated, in part, that he was hired “to
arrange a court approved settlement on Christina Taylor for the amount of our
policy limits of $10,000” and “the settlement of his deceased wife’s bodily injury
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claim also for the amount of our policy limits of $10,000.” On May 24, Korth
wrote Taylor confirming that he had begun work on the guardianship and that
Infinity would tender payment of the policy limits as soon as Taylor was made
personal representative and the court approved the minor’s settlement. That same
day, Korth wrote to Infinity confirming that he had written to Taylor and noting
that when Taylor was appointed personal representative of his wife’s estate, he
would “immediately notify [Infinity] so that we can forward him a draft for that
portion of the settlement.” Because of a mistyped zip code on the envelope,
however (one numeral was mistyped), the letter went astray. Neither Infinity nor
Korth learned that the letter had been delayed. As a result, however, Taylor did
not receive Korth’s letter until nearly a month later. Nevertheless, that does not
change the fact that Infinity and Taylor had orally agreed to settle for the policy
limits. On July 11, Taylor, through his attorney (now re-hired), withdrew the
settlement offer. At that time, Taylor still was neither the personal representative
of the estate nor the legal guardian of his child for purposes of settlement.
III. OF SETTLEMENTS AND SETTLEMENT AUTHORITY
Of course, oral settlement agreements, like other oral contracts, are valid and
enforceable. See, e.g., United States v. Pepper’s Steel & Alloys, Inc., 289 F.3d
741, 742 (11th Cir. 2002) (referring to a prior case on appeal where the court found
that the insurer’s oral offer to settle for $2 million, accepted two years later,
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formed a valid settlement agreement); Banker’s Sec. Ins. Co. v. Brady, 765 So. 2d
870, 872-73 (Fla. 5th DCA 2000) (holding that an oral settlement agreement
between the parties’ representatives with settlement authority was binding); Long
Term Mgmt., Inc. v. University Nursing Care Ctr., Inc., 704 So. 2d 669, 673 (Fla.
1st DCA 1997) (holding that a verbal settlement agreement is enforceable); Boyko
v. Ilardi, 613 So. 2d 103, 104 (Fla. 3d DCA 1993) (holding that “execution of
settlement documents was not a condition precedent to the oral settlement
agreement, but rather a procedural formality which both parties to the settlement
agreement were obliged to perform”); see also Granicz v. Morse, 603 So. 2d 103,
103 (Fla. 2d DCA 1992) (enforcing a verbal loan repayment agreement made by
shareholders). Therefore, as soon as Taylor became the estate’s personal
representative and became his child’s legal guardian and the court approved the
settlement, Taylor could enforce Infinity’s agreement to pay the policy limits.14
This, of course, is where the problem lies. Two obstacles remained to
Taylor’s ability to officially and legally settle the claims so that he could execute
releases and Infinity could forward the agreed-upon payment of the policy limits.
The first obstacle concerned administration of his wife’s estate. Only the estate’s
personal representative has the authority to settle its claims. See Pearson v.
14. Whether these facts constitute an enforceable settlement is ultimately
irrelevant, however, because it is readily apparent that Infinity agreed to settle and
merely insisted on Taylor having authority to release the insured before tendering
the check.
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DeLamerens, 656 So. 2d 217, 220 (Fla. 3d DCA 1995) (“The personal
representative is the individual having the power to enter into settlements of
wrongful death actions”); § 731.201, Fla. Stat. (1989) (defining letters of
administration as the “authority granted by the court to the personal representative
to act on behalf of the estate of the decedent”); § 768.20, Fla. Stat. (1989)
(providing that a wrongful death action “shall be brought by the decedent’s
personal representative, who shall recover for the benefit of the decedent’s
survivors and estate”). On May 11, when Infinity agreed to pay the policy limits,
Taylor had not yet become the estate’s personal representative, which is why
Infinity offered to assist in that endeavor.
The second obstacle was that his injured daughter was a minor. Therefore,
under Florida law, because his daughter’s claim exceeded $5000, Taylor could not
officially settle it until a court appointed him the guardian and after a court
determined that the settlement was in the minor’s best interest. See § 744.387(3),
Fla. Stat. (1989) (requiring court approval for a guardian to collect a settlement or
execute a release); Shea v. Global Travel Mktg., Inc., 870 So. 2d 20, 24 (Fla. 4th
DCA 2003) (recognizing that in Florida “statutory law prohibits a minor child’s
natural guardian from binding her to a settlement in excess of [the statutory
amount] without the court’s approval”), review granted, 873 So. 2d 1223 (Fla.
2004); Sullivan v. Dep’t of Transp., 595 So. 2d 219, 219 (Fla. 2d DCA 1992)
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(holding that no settlement of a minor’s claim exceeding $5000 is effective without
court approval); Orkin Exterminating Co. v. Lazarus, 512 So. 2d 1120, 1121 (Fla.
3d DCA 1987) (noting that where a judgment to a minor exceeds $5000, only a
court-appointed guardian may execute a satisfaction of judgment). Taylor had not
yet become his daughter’s legal guardian for purposes of the settlement, and
obviously had not obtained court approval.
These legal prerequisites never have been disputed. Taylor recognized them
in his first demand letter; both Infinity and Taylor retained counsel to accomplish
them; and at trial, Berges’s expert admitted that until the court approved the
settlement of the minor’s claim and until Taylor posted bond and became the
estate’s personal representative, any release he signed was not legally effective.
The trial court in this case instructed the jury that “[o]nly the Personal
Representative of a deceased person is entitled to recover damages for the benefit
of [the] decedent’s survivors and estate” and that “no agreement as to settlement of
claims exceeding five thousand dollars made on behalf of an injured minor or
minor survivor in a wrong[ful] death action is binding or enforceable against the
minors without court approval.” The parties agreed this was the applicable law.
Thus, Taylor could legitimately offer to settle and Infinity could accept in
principle. After all, Taylor was the decedent’s husband and the natural guardian of
the child. I agree that the district court erred in concluding otherwise. See Berges,
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806 So. 2d at 508-09. The parties could not, however, consistent both with Florida
law and with Infinity’s obligations to the insured, officially consummate the
settlement until the court papers were complete. See Nichols v. Hartford Ins. Co.
of Midwest, 834 So. 2d 217, 220 (Fla. 1st DCA 2002) (concluding that an insurer’s
tendering of a check did not complete the settlement because the motorists’
attorney was not authorized to cash the check until the terms of release were
agreed to; therefore, no settlement agreement existed), review denied, 845 So. 2d
890 (2003); Erhardt, 729 So. 2d at 529-30 (holding that execution of releases is an
implicit condition of settlement); Auerback v. McKinney, 549 So. 2d 1022, 1029,
1031 (Fla. 3d DCA 1989) (holding that payments made in settlement of a minor’s
claim where no guardian had been appointed and no court approval was given were
unauthorized and violated state law). The district court was correct, therefore,
insofar as it concluded that Taylor lacked the capacity to conclude the settlement
within the relevant time frame. See 806 So. 2d at 509.
Despite the fact that Taylor and Infinity had orally agreed to settle for the
policy limits as soon as the legal requirements were accomplished, on June 11,
Taylor, through counsel, unilaterally revoked the offer solely because Infinity did
not deliver payment within his arbitrary deadlines (because of the mistyped zip
code, Taylor had not received Korth’s May 24 letter by that time). Taylor
withdrew the offer even though the two conditions both parties recognized were
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necessary to payment of the settlement proceeds had not been fulfilled. First,
Taylor was not yet the authorized personal representative of the estate. Infinity
had inquired whether Taylor’s attorney was continuing to handle the personal
representative matter for Taylor, but the attorney’s office would not say. Although
Taylor was conditionally appointed personal representative on May 14, he did not
inform Infinity of this fact (nor did his attorney, who apparently was continuing to
handle the estate). Moreover, he had not yet posted the bond the court had
required for issuance of the letters of administration. (He did not do so until June
20—the same date he received Korth’s misdirected letter—after which he filed suit
against Infinity.) Neither had the guardianship and court approval of the minor’s
settlement yet been obtained. In fact, the day after revoking the offer, Taylor’s
attorney instructed Korth to discontinue work on the guardianship proceedings and
thus eliminated any possibility of concluding settlement of the minor’s claim.
Thus, Taylor did not have authority either on behalf of the estate or on
behalf of his minor daughter at any time before he revoked his offer, and he did not
obtain the requisite letters of administration for the estate until about the time he
filed suit. 15 In fact, in the tort litigation against the insured, Taylor successfully

15. The petitioner argues that Taylor had such authority because section
768.20, Florida Statutes, allowed Taylor’s capacity as personal representative,
obtained on June 20, to “relate back” and validate his settlement offer. I agree that,
had Taylor not revoked his offer, his appointment would relate back to the oral
settlement agreement and make it enforceable. But because Taylor revoked the
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contended that “as a matter of law . . . there was no settlement between Taylor and
Infinity because Taylor lacked the necessary authority to sign the required
releases.” 806 So. 2d at 507. The trial court granted Taylor summary judgment on
Infinity’s affirmative defense of settlement. Id. Given that Taylor never obtained
the authority to legally execute the settlement within his arbitrary deadlines of 25
and 30 days after his initial demand letter, Infinity could not have been acting in
bad faith by not forwarding payment at that time.
Berges contends that Infinity either had to tender the money to Taylor by
Taylor’s arbitrary deadlines or segregate the funds in an interest-bearing account.
Even had Infinity placed the money in such accounts, however, Taylor would have
been no closer to obtaining it and concluding the settlement than he already was, as
he could not recover the funds until his appointments as guardian and personal
representative were complete. A bad faith claim concerns the insurer’s failure to
effect a settlement, and Infinity’s failure to meet any of Taylor’s terms that did not
lead to or advance the parties to settlement are irrelevant. The pivotal legal fact
remains that had Infinity actually delivered the policy proceeds to Taylor before he
was authorized to execute the necessary releases, Infinity could have exposed
Berges, as the insured, to additional claims. See Sullivan v. Dep’t of Transp., 595
So. 2d 219 (Fla. 2d DCA 1992) (holding that a previous settlement agreement
offer before obtaining such authority, there was no settlement offer to which the
authority could relate back.
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involving a minor did not bar a subsequent wrongful death claim because the court
had not approved the settlement); Erhardt, 729 So. 2d at 530 (holding that an
insurer’s requirement that an injured party execute releases was implicit in the
settlement and stating, “it would have made no sense for [the insurer] to tender its
policy limits if there remained a possibility that it could still be liable for further
claims by Erhardt arising from the same incident”). As the district court stated:
“Given the insurer’s duty to protect its insured in settlement negotiations, the
insurer has no obligation to settle unless the settlement offer would protect its
insured.” 806 So. 2d at 508. The duty of good faith was owed to Berges, not to
Taylor. Taylor’s demand letter recognized that before he could receive payment
under a settlement, he needed to obtain legal authority. Because Taylor lacked
authority to settle before he withdrew his offer, however, Infinity did not have a
reasonable opportunity to conclude the settlement. The majority places the insurer
in an untenable position: it finds bad faith because the insurer did not forward
payment to Taylor when he was not yet legally authorized to execute a release; and
yet, had Infinity done so, it could have been exposed to a bad faith claim.
IV. SETTLEMENT DEADLINES AND BAD FAITH
Taylor’s demand letter required Infinity to tender payment on the bodily
injury claims within his designated time limits; “[o]therwise there [wa]s no deal.”
I understand that it is common practice for a party contemplating litigation to
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submit a settlement offer that remains outstanding for only a finite period and that
a person injured by a policyholder may set any deadlines he desires—even an
arbitrary or unreasonable one. An insurer does not act in bad faith, however, when
it fails to meet an arbitrary deadline. See DeLaune v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 314
So. 2d 601, 603 (Fla. 4th DCA 1975) (affirming a verdict for the insurer on a bad
faith claim where the insurer missed by one business day the claimant’s “totally
unreasonable” ten-day offer acceptance deadline, which was the sole basis for the
bad faith claim); see also Southern Gen. Ins. Co. v. Holt, 416 S.E.2d 274, 276 (Ga.
1992) (“An insurance company does not act in bad faith solely because it fails to
accept a settlement offer within the deadline set by the injured person’s attorney.”).
For example, in Clauss v. Fortune Insurance Co., 523 So. 2d 1177 (Fla. 5th DCA
1988), the insurer expressed its intent to accept the injured party’s settlement offer
upon its verification of the claim. The day after the injured party’s thirty-day
deadline passed, the insurer sent a letter to his attorney tendering the policy limits
and including a release form. The injured party, however, refused to settle. The
district court concluded that “[a] one-month period to verify the claim was not
excessive, and certainly does not rise to the level of bad faith, particularly when
Fortune tendered the policy limits one day after the notice of the bad-faith failure
to settle was sent by Clauss.” Id. at 1178. Thus, the insurer “did not violate either
its common law duty of good faith or its statutory duty of good faith.” Id. at 1179.
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Berges’s claims of “evidence” of bad faith are all in reality claims that
Infinity did not meet Taylor’s deadlines. I have already explained why Infinity
could not deliver payment within the deadlines. Berges therefore claims that the
bad faith lies in Infinity’s failure to obtain for Taylor the requisite legal authority
for completing the settlement within his deadlines. Let’s look at the facts.
Within eighteen days after learning of the accident, Infinity had investigated
the claim and accepted Taylor’s May 2 offer to settle, conditioning its acceptance
on the legal proceedings Taylor understood were necessary for settlement. Within
a week, although it had no duty to do so, Infinity hired an attorney (Korth) on
Taylor’s behalf at its own expense to undertake the necessary legal proceedings. It
sent him a letter containing the relevant details. Korth commenced work on the
case, and on May 23 sent Taylor a letter explaining the process to him. Neither
Infinity nor Korth had any reason to believe that Taylor did not soon thereafter
receive the letter. In fact, when Taylor revoked his offer, Infinity and Korth
contacted Taylor’s attorney, sending him copies of the pleadings Korth had drafted
to demonstrate that the matter was being worked on and that tender of payment
would be forthcoming.
The majority concludes that “the dissent ignores the evidence that suggests
that the failure to consummate the settlement was due to Infinity’s own actions in
. . . not working diligently to obtain the court approvals.” Majority op. at 24 n.9.
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To the contrary, there is no evidence that Infinity was not pursuing the legal
process necessary to conclude the settlement.
Berges claims that Infinity should have worked faster to meet the deadlines
or called Taylor to ask for an extension for tendering payment, and that these
factors evidence bad faith. 16 Testimony at trial, however, showed that in the May
11 conversation in which Infinity accepted Taylor’s offer, the deadlines were not
even mentioned. Subsequently, Taylor continued to believe the deadlines were in
force. Infinity’s claims agent believed they were no longer in effect, but Infinity
would try to meet them. Based on this testimony, the majority concludes that the
issue of the deadlines’ continued effect requires a jury determination. Majority op.
at 24 n.9. This conclusion misses the point. Whether the deadlines were still in
effect is irrelevant because the fact that Infinity missed these deadlines cannot
establish bad faith.
Here, the undisputed evidence shows that Infinity accepted the offer to settle
for the policy limits within Taylor’s arbitrary deadline; it just could not forward
actual payment until Taylor had the legal authority to execute releases on behalf of

16. Berges’s civil litigation expert testified that if the insurer had filed a
“friendly suit,” the process could have been completed within the time frame, or if
it could not, the insurer could have placed the money in escrow accounts. The
expert admitted, however, that Taylor’s own attorney had testified that the process
would take more than thirty days. He also admitted that no release Taylor signed
would be legally effective until the court approved the minor’s settlement and
Taylor posted bond to become the personal representative.
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the estate and guardianship. Infinity cannot be held to have acted in bad faith for
failing to accomplish the many tasks necessary to complete the settlement—
investigate the claim, negotiate with Taylor, obtain legal documents for the estate,
obtain legal documents for the guardianship, request and obtain court approval of
the settlement—all within Taylor’s arbitrary twenty-five- and thirty-day deadlines.
Even if evidence had been presented that Infinity could have accomplished all
these tasks in such a short time, that alone does not prove that Infinity’s failure to
do so was even negligent, much less bad faith—that is, that Infinity failed to settle
the claim against its insured within the policy limits “when, under all the
circumstances, it could and should have done so had it acted fairly and honestly
towards its insured and with due regard for his interests.” This is the standard the
jury was instructed to apply, and it was Berges’s burden to show that Infinity acted
“wrongfully,” i.e., unfairly or unreasonably. In fact, even Taylor, who retained his
own counsel to establish the estate, did not accomplish this task within his own
deadlines. There is simply not a scintilla of evidence that Infinity’s failure to meet
the time demand by actually delivering payment constituted bad faith disregard for
the insured’s interests. See Powell v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 584 So. 2d
12, 14 (Fla. 3d DCA 1991) (holding that “[b]ad faith may be inferred from a delay
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in settlement negotiations which is willful and without reasonable cause”)
(emphasis added).17
V. CONCLUSION
As noted above, a plaintiff cannot demonstrate bad faith merely by proving
mere negligence or mistake. As in this case, in Pavia v. State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co., 626 N.E.2d 24, 28-29 (N.Y. 1993), the insurer failed to
meet the claimant’s arbitrary deadline and did not ask for an extension of time.
The court held as a matter of law that the plaintiff failed to establish a prima facie
case of bad faith because the evidence demonstrated no more than ordinary
negligence. Acknowledging that the insurer did not ask for a time extension, the
court stated that this failure at best amounted to “mistaken judgment or

17. It is true that Infinity did not inform the insured of Taylor’s offer. This
fact alone, however, without any other evidence of alleged bad faith, is simply
insufficient to support a finding of bad faith. See Koppie v. Allied Mut. Ins. Co.,
210 N.W.2d 844, 848 (Iowa. 1973) (holding that where only evidence of alleged
bad faith was failure to inform the insured, no jury issue was presented); cf.,
Shuster v. S. Broward Hosp. Dist. Physicians’ Prof’l Liab. Ins. Trust, 591 So. 2d
174, 177 (Fla. 1992) (holding no bad faith where insurer settled within policy
limits). Taylor demanded the policy limits, and Infinity agreed to pay the policy
limits, which meant the insured would not be exposed to an excess claim. Further,
no evidence showed that Infinity delayed in attempting to conclude the settlement.
See Higgs v. Indus. Fire & Cas. Ins. Co., 501 So. 2d 644 (Fla. 3d DCA 1986),
review denied, 511 So. 2d 298 (Fla. 1987) (reversing for new trial on bad faith
claim where the claimant alleged that the insurer agreed to a settlement and then
delayed payment). Had Infinity told Berges of its acceptance of the offer and he
decided instead to offer funds from his own resources within the limited time
frame, he would have confronted the same problem that Infinity did: Taylor lacked
the authority to release him.
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administrative delay in confirming what [the insurer] had suspected it would do all
along—settle for the policy limits.” Id. at 29. In so holding the court emphasized
its concern that
[p]ermitting an injured plaintiff’s chosen timetable for settlement to
govern the bad-faith inquiry would promote the customary
manufacturing of bad-faith claims, especially in cases where an
insured of meager means is covered by a policy of insurance which
could finance only a fraction of the damages in a serious personal
injury case. Indeed, insurers would be bombarded with settlement
offers imposing arbitrary deadlines and would be encouraged to
prematurely settle their insureds’ claims at the earliest possible
opportunity in contravention of their contractual right and obligation
of thorough investigation.
Id. at 28-29.
For these reasons, I respectfully dissent.
WELLS and BELL, JJ., concur.
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